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Introduction

I am pleased to share with Albertans a summary of discussions my office was privileged to
have with First Nation and Métis community leaders and entrepreneurs on their insights into
Indigenous economic success. We felt what they had to share was important not only for my
office to understand, but to share with Albertans.
The Office of the Auditor General is fortunate to have, as part of its mandate, the opportunity
to conduct performance audits to assess how well government processes are working to
reach desired outcomes. Our experience doing these audits has taught us the importance of
information, understanding and communication.
Information is a powerful tool to help effective decision making and provide balanced
perspectives. Gathering this information helps us better understand so we can be balanced and
objective in our assessment. In doing so, it helps us to communicate to all Albertans what we
learned and where improvements can be made.
To help us understand the complexities experienced by Indigenous communities in the range
of economic success and challenges they have experienced, we met with key Indigenous
stakeholders between April 2019 and January 2020. We felt it was important to understand the
landscape of Indigenous business and economic participation in Alberta’s economy.
The insights from community leaders and Elders helped us to develop the background required
to perform an informed audit of programs delivered by the departments of Indigenous Relations
and Labour and Immigration related to Indigenous Economic Participation.1
By understanding what factors have led to the success of many First Nation and Métis
communities and businesses, we will be better able to assess the objectives and impact of these
and other government programs.
We wish to thank all the leaders and entrepreneurs from across our province that we spoke with
for their time and insights. We spoke with twelve communities including the Metis Settlements
General Council. We also spoke with ten community-owned businesses, financial institutions
and entrepreneurs including Primco Dene Ltd., Indian Business Corporation, Apeetogosan (Métis)
Development Inc., Advanced AG Inc., and Spirit Omega. We look forward to opportunities in the
future to learn even more from their insights and experiences and where my office may consider
where other future audit work may be done.

W. Doug Wylie FCPA, FCMA, ICD.D
Auditor General
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What We Heard

How one defines success is fundamental to understanding how one approaches achieving that
success. Each community, community leader, and individual entrepreneur we spoke with defines
economic success from their particular perspective. In many of our discussions, a version of the
following three themes was presented. Interestingly, these themes are consistent with a very
organic version of the triple bottom line—profits, people, planet—that more non-Indigenous
businesses are now striving for as well. These collectively express the common threads of what
economic success looks like for the groups we met with. This is specific to the conversations we
had, and is not intended to present a singular vision of economic success from an Indigenous
perspective:
•

Strong economic growth to support employment, training and entrepreneurship (profits)
For almost all communities, the initial focus of economic development efforts was to
provide employment for community members. Those who have been most successful have
used sound business practices to build portfolios of successful businesses, based on the
recognition that sustainable, profitable businesses are key to providing employment and
entrepreneurial opportunities. In earlier days, it was common that communities would
engage in — and try to maintain — unsustainable businesses, often subsidized by the
Nation, because they provided jobs to community members. But for communities further
along the spectrum of economic development maturity, the message is clear that, to be
successful, you must focus on developing sustainable, profitable businesses first. Only
then are you in a strong position to provide sustainable employment and entrepreneurial
opportunities to the community.

•

Focus on community well-being (people)
The why for all community-based businesses was rooted in the desire to provide for the
long-term health and wellness of the community. There was a strong commitment to giving
back to the community to provide services to support youth, Elders and those in need. This
most often began with a focus on providing employment and training. We heard consistently
that leadership want their communities to be successful and for their members to be
successful individually as well. This success was focused initially on jobs and training but
there was a recognition that ultimately economic success is realized through the community
supporting the spirit of entrepreneurship.
The focus on well-being had a strong community element that went beyond jobs and
training. We saw two different aspects to this. The economic development in some cases
focused on building the community by opening or supporting businesses that provided
for unmet needs within the community, even if they were not profitable. In other cases,
the focus was on building a base of sustainable, profitable businesses and then utilizing
the profits from the economic development arm to give back to the community to provide
services to support those in need of extra support.
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•

Sustainability and the connection to land and tradition (planet)
The traditional connection to the land and the efforts to balance that tradition with the
sustainable development of the resources provided by those lands was an important
factor. We understood this as an environmental imperative but there was a deeper level of
sustainability that defined success to those we spoke with.
It was the connection to, and the balance between, the respectful use of the land and
physical resources to build a sustainable economy as means to a healthful community.
The health and well-being of the community, over the long term, included efforts to restore
and revive traditional languages, ceremonies and practices. Building successful economic
development for the community often meant bringing in non-Indigenous business expertise
and supporting the development of natural resources for economic pursuits. This didn’t
represent a path away from traditional practices and values, but a strategic path forward to
obtaining the independence necessary to restore those practices within the community.

Factors that have contributed to success for
community-owned businesses
Proximity to natural resources and major urban centres
In a province as rich in natural resources as Alberta, it only follows that proximity to oil, natural
gas, and other resources is a significant factor for success. Certainly, those we spoke with in
central and northeastern Alberta confirmed this, as did the communities that reside near or
within our large urban cities. Gaming revenues from First Nation casinos in Edmonton and
Calgary compared to those in smaller centers affirms this. So too do the large commercial
developments that the Tsuut’ina Nation in Calgary2 and Enoch Cree Nation in Edmonton3 have
underway. Being located adjacent to metropolitan centers has provided these communities large
customer bases and greater access to experienced management and staff.
The same holds true for communities in northeastern Alberta that have rich natural resources
on, or in close proximity to, their traditional territories. Communities, including Cold Lake First
Nation, Fort McKay First Nation, and Mikisew Cree First Nation have leveraged their location
to develop a range of businesses providing support to oil and gas operations. Fort McKay First
Nation, for example, began with a single janitorial contract with Syncrude, and six employees in
1986.4 By 2018 it reported total revenues of $80 million; $49 million of this total was the result
of business enterprise income.5 Its business holdings included three companies wholly owned by
Fort McKay Group of Companies and five additional majority owned companies.6
Although the natural advantages of proximity to urban centers and to natural resources clearly
played an important role in their economic success, we also found within these communities
consistent leadership, effective business processes and clear lines separating economic and
political responsibilities. It is these factors that have led the most successful communities to
take stock of their strengths and weaknesses and build business models that support their
strengths. For example, Tsuut’ina Nation told us they recognize that they have limited resources
and cannot entertain every opportunity. They, and others, have been able to maximize their
advantage by prudently seeking out and evaluating potential opportunities.
2

Source: https://togetherattaza.com/our-story/.

3

Enoch Cree Nation Corporate is the business development arm for Enoch Cree Nation, https://www.ecncorporate.
ca/enoch-cree-nation/.

4

Fraser Institute, The Community Capitalism of Fort McKay First Nation—A Case Study, Tom Flanagan, 2018, page 4.
https://www.fraserinstitute.org/sites/default/files/community-capitalism-of-the-fort-mckay-first-nation.pdf

5

Fort McKay First Nation, 2018 Annual Report, https://www.fortmckay.com/app/uploads/2020/01/
FMFN_2018AnnualReport.pdf, page 30.

6

Fort McKay First Nation, 2018 Annual Report, pages 22-23.
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Experienced management and established business processes
Those who have experienced the most success have developed or sought out experienced managers
and have developed sound business practices to support their business and economic interests.
In many cases this involved bringing in experienced managers, both Indigenous and nonIndigenous, to help carry out leadership’s vision. Most often, the vision focused on diversifying
the economic base and providing staff (both community members and non-community
members) with the training and skills needed to more fully participate in that diversification.
In many cases, communities leveraged their business relationships with clients, suppliers and
partners to recruit the experience they needed.
We noted how business practices were intertwined with—and often inseparable from—traditional
community values and practices. As an example, Mikisew Cree Nation’s Government and Industry
Relations arm is guided by a set of core values, based on the following stated principles:7
•

Balancing our traditional way of life with economic opportunity

•

Preservation of our Treaty and Aboriginal Rights

•

Respect for all things

•

Humility

•

Honour and integrity in our business affairs

The focus of community leadership is two-fold: to build stable, sustainable businesses based on good
business practices, while incorporating their traditional teachings of respect, humility and honesty.

Partnerships
Developing good partnerships was consistently identified as a key element to achieving success.
Different types of partnerships played a role in each community’s success, whether they be
partnerships with industry, other communities or with various levels of government.
Partnerships with industry
•

In November 2019, the Fort McKay and Mikisew Cree First Nations partnered to acquire
49 per cent of the Suncor East Tank Farm portion of the Fort Hills oil sand mine for
$545 million. This was one of the largest ever business investments by a First Nations
entity in Canada.8

•

Tsuut’ina Nation partnered with property management and development company Canderel
to develop a 1,200 acre commercial property development project adjacent to the southwest
border of the city of Calgary. The first phase of the project, called Taza, includes a 45-acre
retail centre with retail, entertainment and restaurant spaces. The project includes the first
Costco store to be part of a First Nation's development.9

•

Mikisew Group of Companies has several limited partnerships and joint ventures with a
range of companies including site services, fleet maintenance, transportation services,
emergency medical response and fire response, camp and catering services, construction
services, structural steel, electrical and instrumentation services, aerodrome handling and
facilities maintenance. In each partnership, Mikisew Group has retained a majority ownership
interest.10

7

Mikisew Cree First Nation Government and Industry Relations core values, http://mikisewgir.com/mission-values.

8

Fort McKay First Nation, 2018 Annual Report, https://www.fortmckay.com/app/uploads/2020/01/
FMFN_2018AnnualReport.pdf, page 25.

9

Source: https://togetherattaza.com/.

10

Source: https://mikisewgroup.com/company-history/#.
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Partnerships between First Nations
•

Seven Lake Oilfield Services is owned by seven First Nation organizations: Cold Lake First
Nation, Frog Lake First Nation, Kehewin First Nation, Saddle Lake Cree Nation, Goodfish Lake
First Nation, Beaver Creek First Nation, and Heart Lake First Nation and is a subsidiary of
Primco Dene LP and Pimee Well Servicing Ltd. These communities work together towards
shared goals and interests.11

Partnerships with different levels of government
There are also partnerships with different levels of government: municipal, provincial, and
federal.
•

Enoch Cree Nation, for example, signed a Memorandum of Understanding with the City of
Edmonton in March 2017.12 They continue to collaborate on many areas of joint interest. One
example of this collaboration is the naming of Maskekosihk Trail.13

•

The Blackfoot Confederacy, made up of the Blood Tribe/Kainai, Piikani Nation and Siksika
Nation, signed a protocol agreement with the Province of Alberta in September 2019 that
outlines the way the parties will collaborate on economic development and other areas of
common interest.14

•

The Stoney Nakoda-Tsuut'ina Tribal Council signed a protocol agreement with the Province of
Alberta in October 2020.15

Each First Nation and Métis community we spoke with pointed to the importance of these
partnerships in furthering their economic development. Interestingly, almost every community
could recount an example of a partnership from the past that didn’t work and from which
lessons were learned. It was through some of these challenging early experiences that
Indigenous communities and companies were able to develop more thorough due diligence
processes to assess each partnership opportunity, and to develop partnerships that benefited
both parties. Partnerships with industry, financial partners, other First Nations and others were
identified as the means to access the financing, technical knowledge and business experience
needed to move to the next level in development.

Access to capital and own-sourced revenue
The biggest barrier cited by Indigenous communities and individuals pursuing business
opportunities is access to sufficient capital. Because they don’t own their land, it is a challenge to
meet the security requirements for traditional financing. Those who have been most successful
have found different ways to access required capital. Some have used land claim settlements as
a starting point, some have taken on financial partnerships, but many indicated this funding gap
remains a challenge.

11

Source: https://sevenlakesoilfield.com/about-us/.

12

https://www.edmonton.ca/city_government/indigenous-relations-office/relationship-with-enoch-cree-nation.

13

Refers to the portion of 23rd Avenue that extends to Enoch Cree Nation. Maskekosihk is the traditional Cree name
for Enoch and roughly translates to “people of the land of medicine”.
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The first protocol agreement between the Blackfoot Confederacy and the province of Alberta was signed in
2017. It was renewed in 2019 and is available here: https://open.alberta.ca/dataset/1ab96f7d-9062-4e2380ca-3bde0c98617d/resource/88d8620e-bce6-42f5-b5bc-76f69f234f58/download/ir-signed-protocolagreement-2019.pdf. More details about the agreement are available here: https://blackfootconfederacy.ca/
intergovernmental-affairs/.

15

The protocol agreement between Stoney Nakoda – Tsuut’ina Tribal Council and the province of Alberta was
signed in 2020. It is available here: https://open.alberta.ca/dataset/ec3129d7-d8d6-4fc2-a46e-a9d5524ae8ff/
resource/244c4dbc-15d4-4b36-9bd4-137be4ffa01e/download/ir-protocol-between-government-of-alberta-andstoney-nakoda-tsuut-ina-tribal-council-2020.pdf.
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Cold Lake First Nation, for example, began its economic development plan in 1999 when it
started Primco Dene Group of Companies. Primco Dene Group of Companies has developed into
16 businesses with more than 700 employees, most of whom are Indigenous from both local
communities and from across the country.16
The drive for capital to fund economic opportunities is largely based on the desire for
communities to increase their own-source revenue. Community leaders told us as they increase
the amount of independently derived revenue they generate, they simultaneously reduce their
reliance on federal and provincial government funding.
Many communities, however, discussed the challenge presented by seeking out available
financing resources. There are funding opportunities for economic development, capacity
building, and skills training through federal and provincial grant programs, Aboriginal financial
institutions and other lending sources. But, First Nations and Métis communities indicated that
they often have limited resources to keep on top of what is available and from where. In addition
to keeping on top of available programs and grants, some communities told us they do not have
the resources needed to complete the applications and other requirements, such as business
plans or feasibility studies, to apply for available grant funds.

Clarity between political and economic roles
The importance of separating political and economic roles in achieving economic success in an
Indigenous context was also consistently raised in our conversations as a key factor. There are
historical reasons why this is very difficult. It can be a very challenging position for community
leaders when most of the business enterprises are community-owned and particularly in
instances where communities are experiencing high levels of unemployment, poverty, the
impacts of historical trauma and other socio-economic challenges.
Those who have been most successful have established the conditions for the economic arm to
operate independently of Chief and Council. While in most instances the Chief and Council also
make up the Board of the economic development corporation, they do recognize the need to
separate the two roles. Some also told us they have external representation on their Boards, or
are working to achieve that.

Leadership
Many of the leaders we spoke with attributed success to strong leadership by Chiefs and
Councils, past and present, and to wise counsel received from other community Elders and
leaders. They largely credited the successes to the collective efforts rather than their own
individual direction. This humble approach, according much respect and deference to those
who came before, was a common theme. What was evident in our discussions was that many
of those we spoke with were clearly strong leaders themselves, who spoke with passion and
commitment about the past, the present and their plans for executing a clear vision forward.
Many spoke with passion about their community’s past while envisioning a path toward the
future. Their visions are rooted in their definition of economic success (the triple bottom line
of profits, people and planet). They want members of their community to achieve sustainable
economic growth grounded in their connection to the land.

16

Source: https://primcodene.com/about/history-indigenous-success/.
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